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Abstract 
In recent research on teaching writing, the issues of audience consciousness and of 
reliability and validity in holistic essay rating have been focused on. To know the real 
audience response to The Kuzuryu Memoirs, essays by the medical students, and to seek for 
criteria with which to judge the validity of each response, an experiment was conducted. 
Seven essays, in their pre-rated draft form, were read by a sampling of the three 
audiences of the essay booklet: English Teachers (19), Medical Teachers (ll), and 
Students (196). Each reader used a modified ESL Composition Profile in scoring the essays. 
All three audiences distributed very wide in assessment, intracorrelating very low in 
consequence (r=. 60~. 22); but in terms of mean total scores, they agreed with each 
other fairly high (r=. 80~. 75) in assessment, rank-ordering the seven essays into three 
grades in perfect accordance. The English Teachers correlated well with the Students 
in the Content category, with the Medical Teachers in Language Use, and with the Stu-
dents of High proficiency in all categories. The problems suggested by the assessments 
were in how to view the writer's theme and thought, and to what extent to tolerate lan-
guage errors. The halo effect was another issue. 
For all these diverstities in holistic rating, it was assumed from this experiment that 
the subjective readers, when combined as a whole audience, could produce a final criterion 
on which individual language teachers could try the validity of their own sense of 
"good writing." 
* The author wishes to thank all the English and Medical Teachers and the Students for their cooperation in rating 
the essays. He is also grateful to Dr. Thomas E. Recchio for his original concern with and rating of the essay 
protocols and Prof. Kiyoshi Tsuneki, Toyama Medical and Pharmaceutical University, for his encouragement 
on this project. 
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I) Backgound 
A speech (or any communication) is "the joint result of three things 
-- the speaker, the subject, and the person addressed." 
(Aristotle cited by Kroll, 1984, 183) 
Composition, as a form of communication, is also the joint result of three things -
the writer, the subject, and the person addressed. 
The person addressed, that is, • audience', has been the focus of some recent 
research in teaching writing in the United States. Ede (1984), Lunsford (1984), and 
Kroll (1984) crown the second issue of College Composition and Communication, Vol. 35, 
with their theoretical surveys, perspective studies, and pedagogical definitions of audience. 
Their audience analyses are mainly concerned with how the writer is or should be conscious 
of the reader in order to produce a better, more effective piece of writing. 
So far as writing process per se is concerned, audience consciousness surely consti-
tutes a relevant theme for research. However, where does audience consciousness come 
from? Can the writer be conscious of any audience without ever experiencing some 
reactions from his past, real audiences? Kroll (1984, 181) is right in saying that by 
internalizing and generalizing the reactions of a number of specific readers, writers begin 
to develop a "sense of audience. " Feedback from a real audience cannot be overlooked 
in any discussion of audience, whether • addressed' or' invoked. ' 
Another important theme in teaching writing has been the problem of evaluation - the 
difficulty in finding a method of assessment that is both reliable and valid. According to 
Davida Charney (1984), many quantitative methods of measuring writ.ing ability should 
be rejected on the ground that they are invalid, though reliable in their own forms. Qual-
itative evaluation, on the other hand, which offers an intuitively more valid approach and 
claims to be reliable if raters are trained beforehand, may be unduly influenced by super-
ficial features of the writing samples, despite the fact that raters were trained in the 
use of some consistent set of criteria. She concludes: "The issue of criteria is central 
to the problems of holistic ratings as a valid means to evaluate writing ability. Settling 
this issue will require public discussion of the notion • good writing. ,,, (1984, 79) 
Here the questions arise: who decides on what constitutes • good writing,' and, if 
• public discussion' is to determine that, who should compose the public? 
With the above-mentioned questions in mind, this paper investigates how real audiences 
respond to sample essays and discusses the possiblity of the whole audience response 
becoming the ultimate criterion for' good writing. ' As was my previous study of students' 
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writing behaviors (Fujieda, 1983), this research of audience response is also based on 
the publication of The Kuzuryu Memoirs, this time the third issue. 
II) Investigation 
Purposes 
In teaching-writing situations language teachers tend to be the only audience, but since 
The Kuzuryu Memoirs is 'published' on campus, other audiences, the medical professors 
and the students, are expected to read and respond to the students' writings in English 
on medical themes. The first aim of this research is to know how the three audiences 
evaluate sample essays, with the assumption that all audiences will assess mostly in the 
same way. The second aim is to search for some implications about valid criteria for 
rating writing with the expectation that all possible audiences combined will yield a valid 
essay assessment on which one can try one's own sense of valid evaluation. 
Procedure 
(1) Sample Essays 
Out of the 97 essay drafts written by Fukui Medical School students for The Kuzuryu 
Memoirs 3 and rated by the American teacher and the author, seven essays (See Ap-
pendix) were sampled on the basis of the rank order and almost perfect agreement in 
rating between the two raters. A description of the sample essays is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Description of Sample Essays 
Es- Title Total Total Words/ Total Errors/ Original Original ~ Words Sentences Sentence Errors Word(%) Scores/25 Rank Order 
A My Image of an Ideal 513 29 17.7 34 6.63 16 57 Doctor 
B Skill or Heart 648 38 17.1 58 8.95 13 83 
C Medicine and 991 75 13.2 65 6.56 23 Religion 
D A Work as a Doctor 738 39 18.9 61 8.27 15 65 to Woman 
E The commission of 812 61 13.3 73 8.99 19 20 doctors 
F What I expect A Doctor 657 50 13.1 64 9.74 7.5 96 And Medical Science 
G Cancer 500 36 13.9 39 7.80 17.5 38 
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(2) Audiences 
Besides the two original raters, 17 other teachers of English were asked to join the 
essay rating. The English Teacher audience was eventually composed of five native 
speakers (two from the States and one each from Australia, New Zealand, and England, 
all college teachers) and 1~ Japanese (nine college teachers and five high school teach-
ers). They vary in years of teaching experience, ranging from two to 32 years. 
The other two audiences are 11 Medical Teachers (5 professors, 1 associate professor, 
2 lecturers, and 3 assistants) and 196 (medical) Students (98 each from the 1st and the 
2nd year). The second year students rated the essays when they had just finished an 
essay writing course for a semester and were preparing their own essays. 
year students had had no training in writing at college so far. 
The first 
The Student audience was broken down into three subgroups according to their English 
proficiency in terms of English T -scores calculated from the entrance examinations. The 
numbers of Students of High, Medium, and Low proficeincy were 24, 148, and 24 re-
spectively. 
(3) Evaluation Method 
An unweighted version of the ESL Profile was adopted for the present rating. Jacobs 
et al. (1981) advocate as a highly reliable estimate of a writer's proficiency the ESL 
Profile whose five components or categories, Content (CON), Organization (ORC), 
Vocabulary (VOC), Language Use (LAN), and Mechanics (MEC), are weighted at the 
ratio of 6:4:4:5:1. But in order to avoid complexity in rating and to facilitate a compar-
ison of the five categories, essays were rated on the 1-5 point scale for each category, 
with the five category scores summed up as Total scores (TOT). 
To elucidate category definitions, catchwords for each category were presented in the 
evaluation sheet. Besides scoring the essays, readers were requested to comment in 
Japanese on the best essay they assessed. 
(4) Computation 
All the scores for both the categories and the total were calculated by a personal 
computer in terms of means, standard deviations, and correlation coefficients for each 
audience*. The same weighting system as Jacob's was also tried on the data, but no sig-
nificant differences were observed; therefore, all the results to be presented hereafter 
are of the unweighted data. 
* A complete table of the mean scores and standard deviations by each (sub-) audience for each 
category and totals, unweighted and weighted, is available on request. 
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Results 
(1) Distribution of Total Scores 
The histograms present the distributions of Total scores by each audience for each 
essay (Figure 1). 
Most strikingly, the Students' scores range very widely and their distribution curves 
are nearly normal. The tips of their curves stand at slightly different scale points from 
essay to essay, suggesting these differences account for the average essay ratings by 
the Student audience as a whole. (See Table 2.) It is interesting to note that distribu-
tion patterns do not change so much with proficiency levels of the students; only the 
highly proficient students do not appear on the top two or three grades in Essays F and B. 
In the cases of the English Teachers and the Medical Teachers, the number of subjects 
is not large enough to form definite normal curves, but all English Teachers' distributions 
except for Essay E are indicative of shaping up to normal curves if the number of sub-
jects were increased. In the Native Speaker audience is almost always seen a discrep-
ancy of scoring, especially with Essays C, D, E, and F. 
Compared with the Students, both Teacher audiences range very wide for their num-
bers. The Medical Teachers in Essays C and F show the widest ranges. (See the 
relevant standard deviations in Table 2.) 
Our attention, however, should not be drawn too much to individual essays: the very 
task of raters is not to measure an essay absolutely on the scale, but to discriminate 
the seven essays well. 
(2) Intraclass Correlations 
How well raters agree in rating compositions can be rep~esented by intraclass corre-
lation coefficients or reliablility of ratings the formula for which was introduced by Ebel 
(1951). He also proposed a formula for reliablility of average ratings. The results of 
reliability computations are shown in Table 3. 
As was expected, readers in general, who did not undergo any assessment training for 
the present rating, correlate with each other rather poorly. Among others, however, 
the English Teachers (r =.595), especially the Japanese Teachers of English (r =.642) 
yielded fairly high intraclass correlations, while those of the Students, especially of the 
Meduim and Low Students, are almost non-existent. But, it is noticeable that the High 
Students (r=. 349) correlate even better than the Medical Teachers (r=. 318), and 
that the second year students, who were instructed in essay writing, intracorrelate a 
little better than the first year class, although both are still at low levels. 
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Figure 1 
Histograms of Total Scores for 7 Essays with Audiences Contrasted 
Audiences: (I) Students: _ of high English proficiency (n = 24) 
* of medium English proficiency (n=148) 
.~ of low English proficiency (n = 24) 
(2) English Teachers: * Japanese teachers of English (n=14) 
o Native speaker teachers of English (n= 5) 
(3) Medical Teachers: 0 from several departments combined (n= 11) 
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Table 2 
Mean Total Scores and Standard Deviations for Sample Essays Rated by English 
Teachers, Medical Teachers, and Students 
(SDs are shown in the parentheses.) 
Essays 
Audiences A B C D E F 
English Teachers 18.27 12.48 20.06 13.53 16.85 9.48 
(n=19) (3.21) (3.17) (3.62) (3.38) (3.69) (3.35) 
Medical Teachers 15.64 12.64 18.10 11.46 16.19 13.82 
(n=11) (2.02) (3.50) (5.36) (3.26) (3.41) (4.51) 
Students 16.21 13.50 18.32 15.06 17.54 15.10 
(n= 196) (2.85) (3.76) (3.41) (3.19) (3.35) (3.24) 
Table 3 
Intraclass Correlation Coefficients and Reliability of Average 
Ratings for Total Essay Scores by Various Audiences 
Audiences 
English T eache r s (n = 19) 
Native Speaker ET (n=5) 
Japanese ET (n=14) 
Medical Teachers (n=l1) 
Students (n=196) 
2nd Year S. (n=98) 
1st Year S, (n=98) 
S. of High EP (n=24) 
S. of Medium EP (n=148) 
S. of Low EP (n=24) 
Intraclass 
Correlation 
Coefficients 
0.595 
0.494 
0.642 
0.318 
0.217 
0.267 
0.173 
0.349 
0.128 
0.090 
Reliability 
of Average 
Ratings 
0.965 
0.830 
0.962 
0.837 
0.982 
0.973 
0.953 
0.928 
0.956 
0.702 
(EP: English proficiency) 
G 
18.27 
(2.68) 
17.82 
(3.77) 
15.94 
(3.53) 
In spite of these diffuse distributions and rather loose intraclass correlations, reliabil-
ity of average ratings is very high with each audience (r=. 830~. 973) except for the 
case of Low- proficient Students (r =. 702) . Therefore, average ratings will be used 
hereafter to represent the evaluation by each audience. 
(3) Characteristics of Overall Ratings by Each Audience 
The mean total scores by each audidnce for the seven essays are presented in line 
graphs (Figure 2). The essays are hereafter arranged in the rank order by the English 
Teachers to ease comparisons between audiences. 
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Figure 2 
Mean Total Scores for 7 Essays 
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The English Teachers range widest (M = 20. 06~9. 48) across the seven essays, more 
than two times wider than the Students (M = 18. 32~ 13.50) . 
Seen from rank order, no main audiences agree completely: the English Teachers' 
ranking was C, A, G, E, D, B, and F, the Medical Teachers' was C, G, E, A, F, B, 
and D, and the Students' was C, E, A, G, F, D, and B while the Original Raters' was 
C, F, G, A, D, B, and F. The three audiences rated three different essays as the 
lowest, contrary to my expectation. In terms of mean total scores, remarkable differ-
ences between the three are noticed with Essays F and D, maximum differences being 
5.62 and 3.60 respectively. 
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Table 4 
Correlation Coefficients for Category and Total Scores between Audiences 
Audiences CON aRC VOC LAN MEC TOT 
English Teachers: Medical Teachers .56 .81 .68 .80 .90 .80 
Medical Teachers: Students .63 .82 .72 .66 .92 .78 
English Teachers: Students .87 .82 .75 .59 .79 .75 
English Teachers: S. of High EP .89 .89 .88 .81 .80 .86 
English Teachers: S. of Medium EP .88 .80 .72 .55 .78 .74 
English Teachers: S. of Low EP .72 .68 .36 .23 .74 .59 
Native Speaker ET: Japanese ET .76 .69 .80 .89 .89 .86 
Native Speaker ET: Medical Teachers .83 .95 .68 .78 .77 .91 
Japanese ET: Medical Teachers .44 .71 .65 .79 .92 .74 
(Notes: S., Students; EP, English proficiency; E T, English Teachers) 
As in graphs the Native Speaker and Japanese Teachers of English go together fairly 
well-only the Native Speakers marked more severely, especially with A and D, so in 
statistics the two subgroups correlate well (r=. 86). But surprisingly the correlation 
between the Medical Teachers and the Native Speakers (r=.91) was even higher, 
especially in the component of Organization (r=. 95). (See Table 4.) 
With regard to the subdivided Student audience (Figure 2-2), every subgroup rated 
almost in the same pattern. F or all the low intraclas s reliability, the Student subgroups 
correlated very high in mean total scores; for example, correlation coefficients between 
the three proficiency subgroups were .89, .95, and. 95. 
The High-proficient Students, however, rated the lowest essays, especially F, more 
severely than the lower subgroups, a step nearer to the English Teachers' pattern. 
This tendency is supported by the correlations between the English Teacher audience 
and each of the proficiency subgroups: .86 with the High Students, .74 with the Medium, 
and. 59 with the Low. (See Table 4.) 
There are some features, however, that are common with all audiences. All reader 
groups ranked C as the highest, A, G, and E as the second group, and D, B, and F as 
the lowest, with a decided difference between the latter two groups. This basic con-
cordance seems to contribute to relatively high correlations for total scores across the 
seven essays between the three main audiences (r=. 75~. 80). (See Table 4.) 
Incidentally, the English Teachers' ratings showed a very high negative correlation 
(r= -.847) with the errors/word percentage provided in Table 1, which means the fewer 
errors, the higher scores, while the other audiences correlated less (r= -.543 and -.529). 
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(4) Characteristics of Category Ratings by Audiences 
To survey the characteristics of category ratings by audiences, mean category scores 
by the three audiences are illustrated in graphs, with standard deviations across the 
essays framed in (Figure 3). How each audience's category ratings agree with its 
total ratings is digitally shown in terms of correlation coefficients in Table 5. To the 
question of how audiences correlate in each category, Table 4 above will answer. 
As was the case with total scores, the English Teachers discriminated the seven 
essays most widely and evenly in all categories (SD=O. 73~O. 78), the Medical Teachers 
ranged less, stressing Organization (SD=O.63 vs. O. 42~O. 54 for the other categories), 
and the Students ranged least, emphasizing Mechanics (SD=O.56 vs. O. 34~O. 25 for 
the rest). 
4 
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Table 5 
Correlation Coefficients between Category Scores and Total Scores for Audiences 
Audiences 
English Teachers 
Medical Teachers 
Students 
CON:TOT 
.93 
.91 
.87 
ORG:TOT 
.97 
.95 
.92 
VOC:TOT 
.98 
.95 
.84 
LAN:TOT 
.98 
.98 
.98 
MEC:TOT 
.78 
.70 
.79 
Rating patterns as seen in Figure 3 partly differ from category to category, but basi-
cally they resemble those of total scores, except for Mechanics, in which the rating 
patterns are quite unique. This tendency is well supported by category-total correlations 
in Table 5. Content through Language Use mark . 84~. 98, while Mechanics marks only 
. 70~. 79. The highest correlation is seen in Language, r=.98 for all the three audi-
ences, contrary to the result of the previous study (Fujieda, 1983), where Language 
Use showed the lowest correlations with Total (r=. 72~. 79)*. 
Viewed from inter-audience correlations in each category (See Table 4), the highest 
is Mechanics (r=.90, .92, and. 79) and the most evenly high is Organization (r=.81, 
.82, and. 82), as can be easily recognized in Figure 3 also. The most striking feature 
in Figure 3 is the unanimous depreciation in Mechanics of Essay B, which actually was 
single-spaced and balcked out in places for correction, to the discomfort of readers. 
(See Appendix.) In the component of Content, the English Teachers and the Students, 
especially High Students, correlate much better (r=. 87, .89) than the English and the 
Medical Teachers (r=. 56). The insufficient ratio between the latter pair can be traced 
in the Content scores of E, D, and F (See Figure 3), and also in the shockingly poor 
correlation between the Japanese Teachers of English and the Medical Teachers (r=. 44). 
In Language Use, however, correlation is remarkably high between the English and the 
Medical Teachers (r=.80), and any combination with the Students, whose standard 
deviation is the smallest but one in Language Use, correlates much lower (r=. 66 and 
.59). But it is noteworthy that again the High Students correlate with the English 
Teachers as closely (r=.81) as the Medical Teachers, with a sharp contrast with the 
Medium and the Low Students' ratios (r=.55 and. 23 respectively). Of all correlations 
for Language Use, the highest (r=.89) was attained by the Native Speaker and the 
* The same statistical feature was observed with the present ratings by the last year's four readers, 
all English Teachers. The cause of this contradiction is not clear, but the difference between the 
numbers of essays, 73 vs. 7, is suspected to be the main factor. 
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Japanese Teachers of English, both being in the same profession, and this ratio is also 
the highest of the same pair's correlations across the five categories. 
Supplementarily, nO other pair achieved correlations as high as .80 or more throughout 
the five categories than the English Teachers and the High Students. 
(5) Some Characteristics of the Ratings of Individual Essays 
To see the three audiences' rating characteristics in individual essays, Essays C, D, 
and F, which showed great variances, will be taken up as samples. The means and 
standard deviations for their category and total scores rank-ordered across the seven 
essays are presented in Table 6. 
Table 6 
Means and Standard Deviations for Category and Total Scores 
of Essays C, D, and F, each Rank-Ordered across the 7 Essays 
Es-
say Audience CON ORC VOC LAN MEC TOT 
C 
D 
F 
ET 
MT 
S 
ET 
MT 
S 
ET 
MT 
S 
4. 4] (0. 82 5 ) 
3.62 (1.37 1 ) 
3.9] (1.14]) 
2.7 5 (1.13 1) 
2.0, (0.74 7 ) 
2.9,(1.04 4 ) 
2.0, (1.05 2 ) 
3 . 15 (1. 09 2 ) 
2.9 6 (1.01 5 ) 
4 . 11 (0. 86 6 ) 
3 . 8 1 0 . 34 1 ) 
3.6 2 0.05 3 ) 
2.5 Ii (0. 94 3 ) 
1.87 (0.84 6 ) 
2.8 7 0.02 oj ) 
1. 77 (1 . 02 1 ) 
2.6 6 (0.99 4 ) 
2.9 5 (0.96 5 ) 
4.2] (0.77 5 ) 
3 . 61 O. 24 2 ) 
3 . 61 (0. 787 ) 
2.5 6 (1. 00 2 ) 
2 . 47 (0. 78 6 ) 
3.0 6 (0. 796 ) 
1. 97 (0. 92 3 ) 
2.8 6 (1. 271 ) 
2 . 97 (0. 90 2 ) 
3.5 2 (1.15 1 ) 
3 . 5 1 (1. 24] ) 
3 . 6 1 (0. 88 4 ) 
2 . 55 (0.82 4 ) 
2 . 17 (1. 00 4 ) 
3.15 (0.88 4 ) 
1. 57 (0. 68 7 ) 
2.45 (1.15 2 ) 
3.15 (0.87 7 ) 
4 . 01 (0. 73 6) 20 . 11 (3. 62 2 ) 
3.61 (0.89 2 ) 18.1] (5.36] ) 
3.7] (0.87 7 ) 18.3 1 (3.41 3 ) 
3 . 34 (0. 66 7) 13. 55 (3. 38 3 ) 
3.25 (0.72 7) 11. 57 (3.26 6 ) 
3.4" (0.89 6 ) 15.16 (3.19 6 ) 
2.4 6 (1.10\) 9.5 7 (3.35)) 
3.06 (0.86 4 ) 13.85 (4.51 2 ) 
3 . 35 (0. 92 4) 15 . 15 (3. 24 5 ) 
(Notes: Each data is composed of Mean Score followed by Standard Deviation in the parentheses, 
with their Rank Order attached to them in small numerals.) 
Although every audience rated Essay C as the top work, their variances for' Total 
scores were very great. The Medical Teachers rated Essay G nearly as high and their 
standard deviation for the Total scores of C (5.36) was the greatest as mentioned above. 
In fact, out of the eleven Medical Teachers, seven rank-ordered C as the best, one as 
the third, and three as the fifth. To analyze this great variance by category, the stand-
ard deviations in all categories stood the first or the second in terms of cross-essay rank 
order in each category, those in Content and Organization were greater than the rest, 
and only the Content score was downgraded as the second best. The Students' variance 
was also the greatest in Content, but their variance in Language Use was much smaller. 
These large variances in Content indicate there being a problem in the category assess-
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ment. In fact, even a Medical Teacher who did vote for C admitted in his comment that 
the theme "Medicine and Religion" was too large for the student writer to discuss in 
depth. Among many favorable comments on C by the students, four Students coinci-
dentally remarked: "Personally I don't like the idea, but as an essay it has its own right 
to claim to be the best. " Here seems to lie a crucial problem of how to view another 
person's ideas, especially when they are stated in a foreign language. 
The English Teachers, on the other hand, showed by far the greatest variance in 
Language Use (SD= 1. 15), whose score alone was ranked as the second best. Indeed, 
despite its "unique and attractive theme," its "clear logic," its "balanced argument 
in positive-nagative contrast," and its "smooth flow of speech," as commented by many 
readers, Essay C is partly stained with a number of rudimentary errors such as 
···the advance"of modern medicine"'have make (has made) clear many points"'; 
... the mind of love which is see ked (sought) for by religion'''; 
Mental states of patients are very instability (unstable); 
If they believe in God, entrust (they entrust) him with themselves'''; 
If there were religions which forbid believers to· .. leave foreign things In their bodies, 
medical treatments could (could not) be done. 
(Corrections for the underlined errors are suggested in the parentheses.) 
Some English Teachers, both Native Speakers and Japanese, pounced on these errors 
very sternly and some tolerated them perhaps due to the coherent flow of ideas. The 
English Teachers seem to point out the problem of error treatment in relation to the whole 
theme development. 
Similar differences of viewpoint between the audiences can be seen in Essays D and F. 
The English Teachers' variance in the overall rating of Essay D was the third greatest 
(SD=3.38) and their outstanding discord is seen mainly in Content (SD=1.13, 1st in rank 
order), while in the same category the Medical Teachers varied least and their total vari-
ance was the smallest but one across the essays. This means that the Medical Teachers 
agreed relatively well in downgrading D in Content. A Medical Teacher, who assessed 
G as the best and D as the lowest (and incidentally, rated C as the fifth), revealed in an 
interview that an essay like D strikes a medical specialist as quite immature, but a theme 
like that of G, which is based on a personal experience, rejects any controversy even from 
medical doctors. His remark is suggestive of the problem of theme selection. 
The Students ranked D's Content and Organization as the lowest as the Medical Teach-
ers did, but their variance was much higher in the same two categories than in the 
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other categories. 
As for Essay F, the English Teachers rated it as the lowest as had been expected, 
but the Medical Teachers and Students rated it two ranks above, and that with the wid-
est score gap. The English Teachers and the Students varied least in Language Use, 
but in the same category the Medical Teachers varied most but in Vocabulary. 
In fact, more than a half of the Medical Teachers marked 4 or 3 points for F' s Language, 
while only ten percent of the English Teachers marked 3 as the highest. Moreover, those 
4-3 point raters of the Medical Teachers marked for Content 3. 7 on the average and the 
2-1 point raters marked 2.4, while the average scores in the same classification by the 
English Teachers were 1. 5 and 2. O. These facts suggest that pro-F readers of the 
Medical Teacher audience tended to rate F's Language in correlation with its Content, 
undergoing what is called a 'halo effect.' One of them who rank-ordered F as the top 
essay, giving 4 points to four categories from Content through Language, commented on 
the essay saying that the Content and the Organization were fairly good because the writer 
wrote about his own experiences from a relatively objective point of view. The halo ef-
fect here, if any, came from the Content and Organization. 
The same effect, however, is also observed among five English Teachers, mostly 
Japanese, who marked 1 point for four categories including Content and Language. In 
this case Language can be the center of the 'halo' since the language teachers were 
most sensitive to Language Use. (See their high correlations in Language in Tables 4 
and 5.) 
III) Discussion and Conclusion 
By way of answering the first question of this investigation, the main findings from it 
will be summarized. 
All three audiences distributed very wide in rating each essay, but in terms of mean 
scores, they correlated fairly high (r=.75 to .80), and at least attained a complete 
agreement to rank-order the seven essay samples into three grades. Among the three 
audiences, the English Teachers, who are the most used to rating English compositions, 
intracorrelated most highly (r=. 595) and proved to be the most powerful in discrim-
ination. They correlated well in the Content category with the Students (r=. 87), but 
less with the Medical Teachers (r=. 56). This implies that the professional viewpoints 
of the Medical Teachers on medical themes are considerably different from the laymen, 
although this difference varies with themes: essays on personal experiences seemed to 
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be more acceptable to the Medical Teachers. 
tion and treatment of different themes. 
They offered the problems of topic selec-
In the Language Use category, however, correlation was reversed: the English Teach-
ers were in better accordance with the Medical Teachers (r=.80) than with the Students 
(r=. 59), though the English Teachers correlated much better with the Students of High 
proficiency of English (r=. 81). The latter fact, together with the highest correlation 
(r=.89) between the Native Speaker and the Japanese Teachers of English, indicates, 
as a matter of course, that the rating of Language Use is greatly dependent on the raters' 
language competence. 
In spite of the above-mentioned high cross-essay inter/intra-correlations in Language 
Use, there proved to be grgat variances in the Language Use ratings of some essays 
between/within the English and the Medical Teachers. They suggested for one thing 
the problem of how to react to 'language' errors in relation with the' meaning' -related 
components, and for another the problem of halo effect. 
The last feature to be reviewed was that all audiences correlated very high in the 
Mechanics category, which did not go so well with the Total score, and the Student 
audience tended to discriminate most powerfully by this superficial category. 
gests to us the necessity of weighting. 
This sug-
Among the several problems raised in this research, the most important and the most 
comprehensive issue is the diffuse distribution or wide variance of ratings by each audience. 
This must, therefore, be the focus of discussion, which will eventually answer the second 
question of this investigation. 
As Charney (1984, 73) notes that 
disagree about the worth of a piece" 
"even readers who are well qualified normally 
of writing, so Perkins (1983, 653), referring to 
"threats to reliability" in holistic scoring, supports her commentary by introducing a 
study by Diederich et al. (1961): "Sixty professionals were asked to grade 300 papers 
written (in Ll) by college freshmen from three different schools. The readers, who 
represented six occupational fields and included college English teachers, social science 
teachers, natural science teachers, writers and educators, lawyers, and business execu-
tives, were asked to sort the 300 papers into nine groups (given no standards or criteria 
on which to judge the papers)···· Out of the 300 essays graded, 101 received every 
grade from 1 to 9, 94 percent received either seven, eight, or nine different grades; 
and no essay received less than five different grades from fifty-three readers." Both 
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researchers thereafter quote Hirsh's note that "reliable, independent agreement in the 
scoring of writing samples is out of the question until widespread agreement is obtained 
about the qualities of good writing. " Then they go on to review a variety of techniques 
available to reduce the threats to reliability. 
Ffforts to enhance rating reliability are surely necessary and effective to some extent 
as many researchers (Cooper 1977; Jacobs et al. 1981, 28) report, but because of those 
efforts in which testing agencies and researchers impose an "unnatural reading environ-
ment" on readers, as Charney (1984) argues, the scores can only reflect agreement on 
salient but superficial features of the writing; hence, they lose validity. 
Holistic rating is asserted to be intuitively a valid method of assessing a writing because 
it is "a natural human response to a writing sample" (Jacobs et al. 1981, 29; Homburg 
1984, 87; Charney 1984, 67, 69), but as seen above, it lacks reliability, and if one tries 
to increase reliability, it tends to lose its own merit of validity. 
Here we should shift our standpoint from the product to the audience. In the light of 
audience at large, firstly it must be accepted as an inevitable fact that there always is a 
considerably wide variance in assessing a writing sample so far as it is read under "nor-
mal circumstances." Secondly, it can be theoretically and empirically inferred that 
somewhere in the wide distribution itself lies hidden a final judgement of "good writing. " 
If only the audience addressed is competent and sincere enough to read a writing sample, 
and the number of holistic raters from the audience is increased, ideally to the whole, 
then the distribution will form a normal curve as seen in Figure I, whether their assess-
ment is based mainly on the • meaning' qualities or the • form' qualities. As is usual in 
the way of the world, there must be some extremists sparsely distributed In both tails, 
but they will cancel each other's influence, if the central density of the distribution-
usually the mean or median- is adopted to represent the whole audience response: It 
may not satisfy all members of the audience, but it must be acceptable to the majority 
of • competent and sincere' readers. Will there be any other convincing way to decide 
on the "good writing" qualities of the piece? A piece of writing, which a large part 
of the audience it is intended for decides is • good,' is unquestionably good, at least to the 
audience. Once the sense of "good writing" has thus been indicated on the scale, it 
can serve as a criterion for validity. 
The above is a hypothesis under idealized conditions. In the realities of teaching writing 
at school and college, it is impossible, of course, to conduct such a large-scale audience 
investigation every time. Usually just one or two language teachers rate dozens or 
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hundreds of papers in a limited period of time. After all, each teacher has to rely on his own 
sense of good writing, and therefore, he should always be confident in his sense. Here it is 
recommended that he should have recourse from time to time to the whole audience response 
for a criterion on which to try and refine the validity of his own rating. To take an optimal ex-
ample, some conference or association of English teachers may hold such an • essay rating 
study' for hundreds of readers from all possible audiences to participate in, taking advantage, 
for instance, of a student composition contest. More practically, a small-scale assessment 
of this kind can be administered more easily on the campus, as was done in this experi-
ment. 
In this sense, the present investigation was put to a final synthetic procedure by way 
of experiment. Since the three (sub-)audiences-the English Teachers, Medical Teach-
ers, and Students-were presupposed to represent the whole audience of The Kuzuryu 
Memoirs, all audiences' scores were tentatively averaged equally regardless of their 
population. The result of the whole audience ratings of the seven essays was as fol-
lows: 
C (18.83), G (17.34), E (16.86), A (16. 71), D (13.35), B (12.87), and F (12.80). 
(The mean scores are presented in the parentheses.) 
With these final ratings, the mean total scores by the English Teachers, the Medical 
Teachers, and the Students correlated at the ratios of .86, .57, and. 77 respectively, 
and those of the Native Speaker and Japanese Teachers of English, and the High, Me-
dium, and Low Students were. 75 and. 86, and. 81, . 77, and. 59. The numbers of 
English Teachers who attained. 90s down to .40s by .10 were 3, 3, 6, 2, 1, and 2, and 
the rest (2) were below. 40. Incidentally, our original ratings (C, E, G, A, D, B, and 
F in rank order) correlated at .88, which ratio would prove a high validity, if the above 
presuppositions were really significant. 
As it is, to make this kind of experiment more effective, the following improvements 
may well be suggested: (1) To equalize and increase the sampling rate for each audience. 
The number of the Medical Teachers was too small-about six percent of the population, 
compared to the Students' 40 percent. (2) To simplify the rating categories. To rate 
a piece for five categories means, rigidly speaking, to read it five times, which would 
be very complex and tiring. In practice, two categories- Content and Language-would 
suffice, considering the intrinsic quality of • holistic' evaluation, the halo effects that 
were often seen across the five categories, and the superficial influence of Mechanics. 
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In fact, Jacobs et al. (1981, 31-32), who recommend the five-component ESL Com-
position Profile, admit that "generally readers will read each composition twice," once 
for the message (Content and Organization) and the second time for the effective delivery 
(Vocabulary, Language Use, and Mechanics). (3) To revise the reader guide. The 
catchwords alone stated in English seemed inadequate for readers to comprehend the 
intention and instructions. To express them clearly in Japanese, including the instruc-
tion to be impartial to a writer's thought itself (See the four students' comment on it 
at page 66) will be necessary. 
After all, "no test or composition rating procedure is perfect" (Perkins 1983, 666), 
and therefore any trial to get it perfect is worthwhile. This research, it is hoped, 
contributed to by so many raters, will serve as one of such struggles. 
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APPENDIX - Sample Essays Scale-down-copied from the Typed Scripts 
® My Image of an Ideal Doctor 
From my experience vith an orthopedist when w~s a boy, I have decj_ded 
to become a doctor. And now that I am a medical student. ~:e mec.ical 
students study hard every day to become doctors: And in the near futuro, 
most of us ,·rill be dootors who has much dreams and hopes, but then it is 
very important for us to think what sort of a man is an ideal doc:'or. 
And in particular, I am going to think about what kind of doctor I want 
to be. 
Thinking a bout an image of an ideal doctor, I can find too many con-
ditions for becoming a good doctor, for instanoe, a correct diagnosis, 
medical treatment, a fine charctor, etc. And man who oan satisfy all 
these conditions would be a perfect human being, but the doctor is also 
a mere man who has many defects. I think the doctor have to keep it in 
his mind that he is not perfect, but he must continually try to make 
efforts for the perfection. Though I wrote that it is almost impossible 
for us to reach an image of an ideal doctor. I think we must approach 
it and we can. If so, what and how should we do to approach an image of 
an ideal doctor? And is an ideal doctor what sort of a man? 
In my boyhood I experienced two fractures of bones. To make matters 
worse, the first was a compound fracture of the left elbow. The surgeon 
made a hole in each of the broken bones with an electrio drill, thrust 
a shaft in the hole and then left me bound on to the bed for a month with 
the splinted elbow hunging from the bed frame. This treatment gave me 
a great shock and anxiety. I was troubled if my wounded elbow was re-
covering from a severe injury. But after the severe rehabilitation, my 
left elbow got well completely. What hearty thanks I gave to the surgeon! 
This experience and meeting with the orthopedist decided my course to 
become a doctor. 
In short, one of the elements of being an ideal doctor is to be thanked 
heartily by patients, for the patients surely have physical pain and 
mental pain at the same time. The patient's anxiety is as great as his 
physi cal pain. At the point, doctors, firs t of all, have to improve 
their charactor as hard as possible. After that, to continue to sutdy 
the medicine as long as he lives is an element of an ideal doctor, too. 
Because at a high speed, the medicine is being studied and progressed, 
and quite new diseases have been born one after another. 
I am convinced the doctor must have a good character which is admired 
by patients, treat not only a disease but the patient's mental pain, con-
tinue to study the medicine all his life. The ideal dootor must be possess-
ed of these oonditions. How many real ideal doctors exist in this world? 
Perhaps a few. But we medical students surely do our best for a good 
doctor. 
® Skill or Heart 
When patients consult a doctor, patients want not only 
doctor's skill, but doctor's heart. Today, medi'ltal science has 
made remarkable progress. T'anks to this,progress of to think 
:~~~~ J:r~~~~~:r c~~:) t~~r:V!~:g~a~!s l{~: t h;!tt:~~!h~~~d b~o~:v:~d 
from serious sick,whicheonce doctor was not able to.-save patients 
from. FOR example, using like a technique of transplantation of 
the kidney to a patient who has a kidney disease. Nevertheless 
many prob1ems are rested yet, cancer, other incurable Sicks, 
sicks 0 f o~d people and so on. Much less human being is not 
God. It is impOSSible to conquer all diseases even in future.-
I f a doctor has only skill, he cannot cope with cases that require 
human understanding and sympathy. So the next proposition become 
a subject of discussion. Which is more important for doctor skill 
or heartt? 
As s to. ted above, we can say the progress 0 f medical science 
is a gospel for hUman being. I don't think the progress of medica-
-1 scienc e is bad thing. It is not bad, bit good thing. It may 
be that many people think like so, too. When a patient who has a 
serious sick consult a doc tor, he may rely on doctor's skill. 
So some people say that primariliy it is a skill that is asked to 
a doctor. Tt.he technique of transplantation saves patients who 
have a serious kidney disease. Still more in future many kinds of 
artificial internal organs are developped, therefore many patients 
may be saved who have a serious disease of internal organs. 
Once a heart disease is thought seriously, but now I"hear that the 
perc en tage of success 0 f operation for heart trouble, for example 
an angina, is very high. And accordingly the progress of the 
technique of operations for brain, a lot of life are saved. 
Another example is that I hear recently patients of cancer; can 
llve longer than they were, and now ~f cancer of patlent ... s. 
found in the firs t stage, the cance~almos t overcome perfectly. 
There may be a lot of other kinds of skills that gives us a 
bene fi t. When we think that a doctor's mission is to cure disease-
-s, it may be able to say for doctor to have a skill (even if it 
is a tiny one) is a necessary condition. 
Well, next we should think whether it is enough __ or not 
tha t so long as a doctor has a skill. Are there any cases that 
occured to you when you think about things near yourself, aren't 
they? For e>:a'Gple, if you fall ill, YOll will calIon a. doctor 
wi;: h uneasy feeling, then you must want hUman sympa.\\1y of doc tor 
wi thou t doc tor's skill. Yes,. doctors must not treat patients 
mechanically, and with heart,'ly sympathy for a patient. doctor 
shoulri make efforts to dissolve patient's anxiety about disease. 
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In more sever cases, hearty sympathy more be needed, 
If a doctor treat a patients of the last stage of cancer or of 
incurable disease that can not be cured, then what can he do, 
who has only s~ill? He cannot cope wi th these cases. But. in 
these cases,.another.doctor who has <heart without skill can 
at least rel~eva pat~ent's m~nd. A~ for myself, I th~nk doctors 
should sometimes become religionists who have love like a 
Chrlstian. 
We think. in the~ay of this problem like title, then we will 
understand that, indtpendently of extent of ill, what is required 
to doctors is not only skill,but heTt. Human being is not a 
machine, so to cure patients cannot be done as how machines are 
repaired. Skill is only limited, but all cases require heart, 
In the long run, we can say skill is a necessary condi tion, 
heart is a necessary and sufficient condition. Finally I want to 
say the next thing, 'We don't forget doctor's heart for patien-
-ts. ' 
© Medicine and Religion 
Today medicine belongs to natural scienc e "and religion belongs 
to cui tural scienc e. We usually think that heal th is treated by 
doctors and that. religion is treated by priests. Apparently-.;.hhese 
t.wo fiel?s have no relationship. Some people insist that medicine 
is opposed to religion. But the advance of modern 'medicine, 
particularly psychiatry, have make clear many points about 
relationship bet.ween medicine and religion. The thought concluded 
from this fact. is that the two are not unrelated fields. In other 
words, medicine needs religion. In the concrete, blieving in 
religion and religious prac tic e is good for men tal and physical 
health and religion is essential as emotional support for patient. 
Consequen t.ly religion is the su bjec t doc tors must be conc erned 
~bout. Therefore, I will fully think about the necessity of 
religion for medicine. 
First of all, having religions is very effective for people 
from a preven ti ve medical point 0 f view. Any man has various 
desires, more or less. We can't nega te all 0 ( them, but desires 
for money thing , honor and position are sometimes harmful to us. 
I f we have very strong desires and Can T t realize them, we mus t 
feel anxiety or tension. Then stress builds up and we get ill 
men tally or physically. fiere, there is nee essi ty 0 f religion. 
By deeply understanding the contents of religion , we can control 
self-desires well. If we do so, we can live peacefully and 
posi ti vely. At the same time, the mind 0 f love which is seeked 
for by religion give us kindness. Then we come to think and ac t, 
conSidering others. As we first think minds of others, we don't 
be moved to them. This change 0 f our though t also good for the 
maihtenance of our health. In addition, religious physical practices 
are important for mental hygiene. For example, by doing zazen 
Cone 0 f the ways tha t men si t on a floor direc tly) , we come to 
control our own minds and bodies. 1:his method can be used not only 
in daily life but also in treatments of neurosis. Anyway, it is 
clear thClt religion can play i1 important roll to keep our usual 
conditions of minds and oodies. 
Religion is essen tial to pa tien ts as well as heal thy peo pIe. 
"Mental states of patients are very instability. So even people 
who usually have their own religions want belie f. As religions 
preach importance 0 f Ii fe and peace 0 f mind brough t by believing 
in God or Buddha, patients can have hope and, sometimes, their 
rlll tha L they try to figh t against desease. And particularly, 
to pa tien ts who suf fer from fa tal deseases, religion is essential. 
When they believe in religion and pray to God, they think about 
heaven and receive death calmly. In this way, religion makes up 
for the limit of medicine--anxiety, suffering, pain and so on. 
When patients believe in religion,another effect. can be 
expected. It is that belief induces the work of subconsciousness. 
If they believe :i!n. God, en trust him wi th themselves and pray from 
their diseases. Absolute believers in natural scienc emus t c ri ticize 
that the above-mentioned thought is very unscientific. But, since 
old time, there have been many "miracles" in any religion. In the 
Bible (Matthew Chapter 9} , there is a good example. When Jesus 
Christ touched eyes of the blind men who believe him absolutely, 
their eyes were opened. Then, Jesus said, "Do you believe I can 
do this?" He tried to have their subconsciousnesses worked. Thereare 
more concrete examples. A man was seized with lung consumption. 
Owing to that, one of his lung didn't work. Despite of disappoint-
ment he began to pray, from his heart and slowly. After a month, 
the man recovered his health. ~is case was happened by his strong 
faith. When a man who is not a patient. pray for a patient, his 
disease may be disappeared. In this Way, by using religion, we C3n 
cure many patients. From now on, the correlation between mentality 
and body will De studied more and more. When the problem is solved, 
the mechanism of subconsciousn~ss will be made clear. At that time 
the new field of treatment, the belief treatment, will be made. 
Until now, I have thought about the good effect of religion. 
But some religions reject me.dical treatments. In Buddhis:n, Islam, 
Hinduism and so on, there are danjiki,exercise without eating, and 
commandmen t tha t believers never ea t bee f and pork. From a die tic 
point of view, these customs prevent patients from recovering. If 
there were religions which forbid believers to expose .:lnd hurt their 
skins and to leave foreign th in~s in their bodies, medical trea tm~n ts 
could be done. In fac t, there was 0. eXClrnple ,in Jo.p ,n. In March, 
1973, a pOl tien t who su f fered fro:n a strange dese::l3e o.nd CL.nc e r pre-
sen ted a written oath to doctors. It said that he would reject the 
blood transfusion by the operation, according to the commandment and 
would not repent if ne died. He was a believer of Watch tower, 
Monome no Tou in Japanese. Watch tower forbade a blood transfusion. 
Fortunately, as the operation was done without a blood transfusion, 
the case only raised the important problem. If a doctor neglect one, 
he may be sued. And the patient who rejects medical treatments be-
lieves in his religion so strongly that he forgets the importance 
of his o:"'n life. We must recOgniz~ the effect of religion on medi-
cine. We must not be deceived by something like a drug that religion 
has. 
The relation between religion and medical trea tmin t or preven-
tion is made clear now. But we must still pay attention to a point. 
It is that doctors who do medical treatments had better believe in 
religion. Doctors have to have equality, recognition of patients' 
mental states and harmoney between kindness and strictness. These 
factors are those of medical ethics, and are cultivated by studying 
religion deeply. Such being the case, religion has relation to med-
icine in many points. In the process of becoming a rioctor, I always 
wan t to think of the posi tion 0 f religion in medicine. 
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® A Work as a Doc tor to Woman 
They say it is dif fie ul t that the woman combines business 
with house work. I aim at being a clinician after leaving the 
school. I think I can combine medical practice and house work 
after marriage, how I select my specialty and by making the most 
of my specific qualities as a woman of skillfulness .. warmth, . 
sympathy and gentleness. And.I think about my study that I must 
do now, too. 
As I attended a preparatory school for one year, even if 
graduate from this school smoothly, I am 25 years old. In my 
high school days, I did poorly at school and stood 35th in my 
class that keeps lt5 students. I think I am very lucky that I 
passed an entrance examination by studying frantically for only 
one year after high school. Because I am not clever like other 
boys and girls at the present time too, I must study as hard as 
I can, in order not to fail in an examination. To do sports in 
club activities is important, and to go out to play-for example, 
go swimming in a sea and play tennis in summer, go skiing and 
skating in Winter, go shopping and gO to the movies.-is very 
happy. In the meantime, to study is unpleasant and make me feel 
inclined to do. But these pleasurable affairs should be done in 
spare moments from my study. Some friends say about their ideal 
image of a doctor proudly. I have thought that I would become a 
dentist for about ten years. He finds out the bad parts and 
cures. He can make finished goods. By a small reason, I changed 
my course into the medical department. Though I still have little 
my ideal image of a doctor, I think that it is built up gradually. 
I think, I had better make efforts on my own account, even if I 
don't have my ideal image of a doctor-whether it is good in par-
ticular or not. 
I want to continue medical prac tice without sacrificing my 
hOme. I f I select my specialty well, I don't have to work from 
lIiorning to night. I think. it is good for woman to select the 
specialty that I need not awake at night and that I can do part-
time by seeing outpatients only the daytime. And woman should 
regard as phySical strength can not compare With man's. It is 
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excessive for woman to work not only the da!time but also night, 
while she does house work. 
Women's students,bpy being too conscious of doing alike men, 
forget warmth as human that play an important part in medical 
treatment care. A patient is always the weaker than his doctor. 
When a patient sees a doctor, a patient is weak to both mind and 
body. A patient has no way to cure his own illness and entrusts 
his life -'with his doctor. Such time, a patient would like to be 
consulted by a doctor gently and courteously. In fact, though I 
feel when I see a doctor, when a Woman's doctor sees a patient, 
she apts to ha~dle roughly. I think that one's personality shows 
in one's medical treat~ent~~. But at any rate, between a doctor 
and a patient is very important. Doctors must have not only tech-
nical skill but also human relations with patients, and in the 
relations there are trust and human warmth. 
Woman's doctor should make the most of specific qualities 
to woman-for example, skillfulness of her fingers, warmth, sym-
pathy and gentleness. If she treats a small part of eyes, ears 
and nose, she can make the best use of the skillfulness of her . 
fingers. If she selects a surgeon, though she can make the best 
use of the skillfulness of her fingers, she can t t keep up her 
physical strength, as a result she gets to give up a surgeon. 
And, of course, though she may select any specility, if she 
selects a pediatrician and treats children, she can make the best 
use of warmth to woman. I\s mentioned above, though it seems that 
one's personality shows in one t s medical "treatment , a doctor 
should pay attention to see a patient with sympathy and gentle-
ness .. 
In conclusion, though it is important that I think too about 
my ideal doctor, the most important thing to me is to stUdy hard 
what I must study now. The most impor1(ant thing, after all, is 
not to think, but to act. 
CD 
The commission of doctors 
The technic of medicine proceeds day by day. Very complex 
machines are invented and play an important part. Doctors seem 
to use medicine and operate machines in order, to make men alive 
longer. 'But doctors existence is necessary. 'However technic ' 
proceeds, weak patients always need something or someone to rely 
mentally. The communication between doctors and patients is needed 
Listening to patients taik, encouraging them. talking together. 
doctors have to help patients live healthy life and get rid of 
anxiety of i11nes. 
First doctors shOuld listen to patients talk. The talking 
will begin from answering these questions; how they feel. in what 
part 0 f body they have pai n, how long they have been feeling bad 
and so on. The necessary informations about the condition of 'their 
health have to be gathered for the purpose of the cure for their 
illness oc inj ury. Enough informations enable doctors to judge 
wha t kind of sickness it is, and decide the way of treatment. And 
doctors had better to have reserve power of mind to listen other 
things to soften the atmosphere. In such a case that a patient is 
very young, for example school child or kindergartener, they would 
want to talk many things. They are very curious and cannot help 
asking about what seem to them to be attractive. Generally adults 
don't want to listen children saying a matter of no importance. 
But doctors have to be willing to listen. If they do so patiently, 
children will feel friendly to doctors. They will follOW doctors' 
advices. Doctors can treat easilier. 
In the Case that pa tients have mental disorder, they may feel 
uneasy _ If a patient says something that makes no sense, doctors 
must not make littl.e it. When doctors say that it is only your 
delus ion, he wi 11 close hi s heart tightly against doctors. When 
doctors say that they have also had the same feeling, he will think 
them tha t they listen' to him ser iously and feel relyable. By l[s-
tening serious ly to patients, doctors can get reliance of patients. 
Af tee doc tors ask questions and listen to patients, they can 
begin to trear. Giving them some medicines, they advise the means 
of recovering; don't eat sweets, don't exercise too much or take 
medicines after meal. Patients depend on doctors. So doctors 
have to be resposible for what they do to come up to expections. 
Doctors are relyed on by pa tients mentally. Because they get 
weak not only physically, but also mentally. In the case of a 
preguent woman, she feels anxiety and looks forward to her baby. 
If a WOman doctor that has had a baby talks about her experience 
and encourages her, she will come to be relieved and have a baby. 
On such an occasion as patients have urinary diseases, they 
will hesitate to go hospital at first. If doctors' atitude is 
distany, they will not want to be examined by them. The doctors 
seem to be spoken easily and patients can consult with them. 
hear that doctors of urology are easy to be spoken. 
For these reasons it is important that patients and dotors 
talk with each other. Ily talking, the communication between them 
can be built. The communication may influence patients' live. 
When a patient is ill very seriously, he may ~ose hope of living. 
If a doctor only sees him and give medicines, the patient will 
not come towant to live longer. But the doctor makes an effort 
to understand patient' piace, the patient will be able to say 
what he has in mind. The· doctor must think about how to persuade 
him into live the importance of life. The doctor's words may en-
courage the patients. By talking ab·out their life, patients and 
doctors can think about their life more deeply. A serious case 
tha t always faces death would worry about his family. Talking 
about his family cares to his doctor, his concern will be reduced 
Doctors should be good advisers. 
In these ways doctors have to help patients. Doctors' work 
is to keep men's life pleasant. They make efforts to get rid of 
pain of of injyre and uneasiness. We can't live a good life wi th-
out healthy body. If one of a family falls ill and enters hospital 
all of the family will feel unhappy. When father sickens, mother 
worries about her hasband and has to think how to make living. 
Children cannot help feeling nondescript anxiety. Whole family 
grieve. When the father recovers, his family thanks the doctor. 
Doctors have power to not only make pa tients recover. but also 
their family happy. 
I am a student in medical colledge. I have not desided yet 
what doctor course I go. I don't know what a doctor's work is. 
This writing is only my thought. But I'm going to become a doctor 
that I think. I don't want to forget to become a doctor that meets 
patients' wishes. 
Koju FUJIEDA 
® What I Expect A Doctor And Medical Science 
had not clear motive of decision that I would be a doctor. That I 
would be studying physics if I had won the first challenge to entrance 
examination, and that I was puzzled which way I might choose by the time 
limit of application to stand for this thing, 
I wished to be a physicist since my primary school days. I liked its 
simplici ty and I didn I t like troublesome human relations. was much 
interested in nuclear fusion, plasma. and the guantum theory. had many 
dreams in physics. and I would like to make full use of my ability. 
One day, I expressed that I changed my mind. It might be so sudden for 
whom knew I. But it had been surely existing that wishing to medical 
science, not to be a doctor. to its difficulty. Between a junior high 
school days, my interest to human beings, that was wonder of life, thinging, 
and ego, had been born. But I had chosen physics. Once I had given up 
my interest to medical sciencce. 
Yet my prepara try school days, that so pressed on me, made my mind change. 
The days made me think that days of studying physics was so far from daily 
life, Then my interest to Medical science was grown up once again. And 
I thought that it was a chance for approaching to my interest to human 
beings. So, I wished not to be a doctor, but a medical scientist. I only 
wanted the ~hing that can satisfy my intellectual curiosity, After all, I 
would not also wish to be a medical scientist. I only think if something 
can expect to medical science, that was this. It was my primary wishing. 
And I won the entrance examination. 
Since this point, my mind is changing bit by bit again. The cause of 
this was there. That I didn I t really think that I can get the conclusion 
of my interest. And then my view point moved from medical science to 
treatment. That is to say, my expection to medical science is impossible 
to coming true to a certain extent j therefore, I would limit my way of life 
from outside. 
For example, what do sick persons expect a doctor? And what do healty 
persons expect? May be the former expects a doctor to care for his sick, 
the latter expects the progress in medical science for his sudden illness. 
If I wi 11 be a doctor, I may make an effort to meet their expection, and I 
may find my purpose of life in its relation ship. Or if I will be a medical 
sc ien tis t, I may make my life to satisfy my intellectual curios i ty. And 
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ei ther way I will choose, I must say that is my life. But some questions 
still remain. 
Wha t can a doctor do? And what can a medical scientist do? To problems 
of old people, physically handicapped people, and in short, to all medical 
problems around us, what can we do? The things that a doctor can do may 
be nothing but clever-handed. Is it importna t to delay our lives? Is it 
so importnat our lives? can't think so. Is a doctor only a repair man? 
After all, if I think that I help all people, I must to be a stateman. 
I may help some sick persons and whom are rerated, if I will be a doctor. 
Can I this only? But this might be the thing to surprise how hard, big, 
and difficult busniness. 
I never entered medical college wi th thing that I will be a doctor, and 
I didn't deside that I will be a medical scientist. Though before it, I 
wonder if I will be able to be graduated this college •••• 
After all, I think it best that I only do to satisfy my intellectual 
curiosi ty, and luckly it helps some people. Therefore, I expect a doctor 
and medical science will be goods to I am so. 
® Cancer 
The other day I watched the film on TV. The ti tle of it was 
"For Asuka and the fetus in my wife". The hero of it was a doctor 
in a hospital. One day he found by himself that he got cancer, and 
understood that he would probably die of it in several months. 
His wife kneloi it, too. She wept the night away. He had to to protec t 
her and Asuka.He had done his best and been lively for his last 
several months as a doctor, a husband and a father. At last he died 
of cancer. And the film "a s over. 
I "as very impressed by his life of the last several months. 
I think that he condensed his life into the last several months. 
P.is last six months seemed to gleam. In his case, i't was good 
for him to be known that he got cancer and die of it. But judging 
from his case, it can not be s~id that it is always good for 
a patient to be told, "You get cancer and probably die of it in 
a few months." For everybody dose not have • strong mental 
power as the hero. If a patient who hilS a weak mental 'power 
is told that he gets cancer, he will be discouraged and will not 
be able to behave himself as the hero. At that time the only thing 
which he c'an will be to "ai t for death. So it is case by case 
whether a doctor must tell a patient or not. 
GenerallY thosp. who get cancer are mostly old people, 
,1nd it is said that they have weaker mental power than young 
people and that a sick man's mind is sick, too. So it is a common 
sence that a doctor may not tell a p,,*, ient who will probably die 
of it in Japan. ~t there are always exceptions. For example, 
" p"tient is cl~ver and has a strong mental power as the proceding 
hero. "'ho should judge whe ther a patient has a strone mental 
power and whether a doctor must tell? This questi4n is very important 
and very difficult. Some people say,"If I get cane·r. I ""J1t to 
be told 50 by the.doctor." It is an absurd w~y to believe ,,5 they 
"~y. P~cAuse they often SAy so out of VAn \ ty. r" this' Cilse' i f 
trA;' :'lo~e told so, th~y don r t s~ern to h~ ~h1~ tn rut. up wi th the 
rrJ""'nt.Al rrer::::sure. It is v~ry d~~er thc:lt ~ r·.,ti~nt judge by hi:nsp.lf. 
who should j",jee on the earth? 
loiF! must think who know about" p"tient. f'trst of all,his 
doctor knows his condi tion of cancer and his .mental cadi tion better 
than else. Secondly, his family (parents, children, sisters, brothers, 
and so on) have seen him since he was born and know anything about 
him better than else. A patient, his family and hisdoctor must 
cooperate with each other. After all, his doctor will make a final 
judgement. 
